Welcome! In this month’s issue, find and try out our ASC performance calculator!
We'll also discuss OR efficiency and unexpected benefits of arthroplasty.

Is Your ASC Underperforming?
Compass Surgical Partners
Try the orthopaedic ASC performance calculator! Determine your center's potential
by entering simple case volume data.
What should you expect from your ASC? What keeps your ASC from performing at
the highest level? Use the inputs to determine what mix of ortho volume and rate
inputs deliver desired results. How does it compare to your current situation?
Change is difficult. But maybe it's worth it.

Obtaining True OR Efficiency with Radical Time
Transparency and Operational Excellence
JOEI: Dr. Charles DeCook & Dr. Jeremy Statton
True surgical efficiency and value are more important than ever. Applying the same
principles used in disruptive industries, industry-leading surgeons believe they can
improve the value they contribute to the healthcare industry. It starts with time
transparency.

Robert Carrera Appointed as Compass Chief
Operating Officer
Compass Surgical Partners
Compass appoints Carrera as its next COO. Alongside CEO DJ Hill, President Sean
Rambo, CFO Marissa Freedman and the rest of the team, Carrera will continuously
improve center operations through the integration of innovation in data and
analytics, physician services, value-based care, and service delivery models. Read
the full press release here.

Unexpected Benefits of Arthroplasty
The Bone & Joint Journal
Arthroplasty is a cost-effective, life-changing intervention for over a million US
patients each year. Beyond pain relief and improved function and quality of life,
there may be other benefits. Read the full article here.

What's Holding You Up?
Data Transparency
Our partners have cited data transparency as an important issue as ASCs continue
to evolve. We have also noticed wildly different approaches to providing
transparency in ASCs.
I'm curious to know what others experience, as it impacts how we tailor our
approach to meet the needs of our partners.
Do you see surgeon specific supply cost data from your facility? Are surgeon-based
metrics for OR utilization, case volumes, supply utilization, etc. shared broadly with
the medical staff? What is the appropriate level of transparency (e.g. analysis
paralysis vs. flying blind)?
Compass is committed to innovation in the analytics space. Reply to this email
with any ideas, pain points, interesting innovations, etc.

-Will Holding
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